Twelve years ago, I did what many in my family and
friend circle thought was more than a little bit crazy: I
decided to leave an 18-year career as an engineer and
become a coach.
To the outside observer, I was successful, and I was good at my job. But that’s
all it ever really felt like to me — a job. I longed for so much more, and felt called
to so much more. I wanted to be of real service and help transform lives.

I WANTED TO WAKE UP EVERY
DAY AND DO SOUL-WORK.
So (like a good engineer!), I did all the right next steps: I took the classes,
read the books, got the certifications. I dedicated myself. I made a plan to
transition from my day job to my soul work. I spent time and money. And time
and money.
I started seeing clients and thought, Finally! Here we go!

And here’s a heart truth: It was not easy for me. I
struggled. A lot.
I was doing everything I knew how to do, and it felt like nothing was really
working — for my clients, for me, for my business. I’d offer free sessions, get
a few clients, and after a couple of sessions, things always seemed to fizzle,
and I couldn’t figure out why. My confidence tanked, and I felt stuck and
frustrated.
I knew that saying yes to this calling was the right thing — I felt it in my bones
— but I had NO IDEA how to take that joyful calling and turn it into a joyful
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business that could help me make a living and consistently offer the kinds of
transformative results I was longing to provide for my clients.

So, tell me — does any of this feel familiar?
Because over the last 12 years, I’ve talked to so many people just like you
who have shared similar stories. And based on your quiz results, this is where
you might be right now.
First, I want to say: thank you for answering the call, for being brave enough to
put yourself out there, for your commitment to making a difference for others.
And second, I want you to know: there is a way to take everything you’ve

learned, using any modality or approach to coaching or therapy — and create
a thriving practice with clients who will truly be transformed. And when I say
“transformed,” I mean: they will begin to act, speak, show up, and experience
the world differently as a result of working with you.

IT’S AN ENTIRE BUILT-FORYOU FRAMEWORK CALLED
TRANSFORMATIVE COACHING.
This structure works like no other to help people create and sustain their
own coaching or therapy practices — because it systematically addresses
the needs of BOTH the client and the practitioner in real, practical, and
heartfelt ways.
You know that place where you get one or two good sessions with a client
and then hit a plateau that they just can’t seem to get beyond? That’s
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inner resistance. Transformative Coaching effectively does what other
approaches can’t — it breaks through the stagnant plateaus by identifying
the source of resistance and guiding clients through it so they get back
into a place of inspired action.
And here’s the best thing of all: when you can get clients to consistently have
those aha moments and return to inspired action, and see and feel REAL
RESULTS, they want to keep coming back. It is a wonderful, soul-level WIN/
WIN — you get to do work that makes a measurable difference for others,
and you get to be a confident, fulfilled, and well-earning coach or therapist.
That’s the beauty of being trained as a Transformational Coach.

I developed this intuitive and measurably effective framework (you’ll hear
from people who have gotten amazing results) because I love this work, and
I believe that whole-life, whole-heart transformation should be available to
every person who seeks it, including the coaches and therapists who are
guiding people on these journeys.

***
In order to show you a complete view of my transformational approach, I
have included the complete graphical, Blueprint of my Tapping Into Wealth
Transformational Method, with detailed break out pages for each of the 4 KEY
SHIFTS.

These are the 4 Key Shifts that every client (and every
coach!) needs to continually move through in order to
keep that wonderful cycle of growth, inspiration, and
action rolling.
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BLUEPRINT

of the Tapping Into Wealth Comprehensive Transformational System

HEALING SHIFT

BELIEF & POSSIBILTY SHIFT

UNCOVER & HEAL PAST ROOTS

DEFINE A RADICALLY NEW FUTURE

The Money
Map
Process

Earliest Money
Paradigm
Process

Downsides To
Wealth
Process

Financial
Trauma
Process

Clearing Goal
Trauma
Process

Outrageous
Goals Part 1
Process

Outrageous
Goals Action
Process

From
Overwhelm To
Brilliance
Process

START HERE

REVISIT MONEY MAP
Refusing To
Shine Brightly
Process

Stuck Striving
& Proving
Good Enough
Process

Resistance To
Confidence &
Inner Worth
Process

Money &
Hidden
Agendas
Process

Inner
Motivation
Supercharge
Process

Backward
Spiral/
Sabotage
Healing
Process

Continuous
Challenge
& Support,
Repeat
Cycle

Laser Action
VS Procrastination
Process

EMPOWERMENT SHIFT

ACTION & UPLEVELING SHIFT

HEAL FORWARD INTO
CONFIDENCE & EMPOWERMENT

SUPERCHARGE MOTIVATION
& CONSISTENT ACTION

HEALING SHIFT

MONEY MAP PROCESS

UNCOVER & HEAL PAST ROOTS
DEEPLY EFFECTIVE HEALING FOCUSING ON THE ROOT SOURCES OF
CURRENT WEALTH, CONFIDENCE AND JOY “SETPOINTS”
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Whole picture assessment and Clarity on setpoints in
income, savings, debt, goals, working hours with 4
Money Map Tapping Processes. Big Aha Moments:
the hidden roots and mind/body/ emotional/ money
connection as wired into the nervous system and the
Result - immediate distress reduction, measurable
shifts and meaningful healing/ release.

EARLIEST MONEY PARADIGM PROCESS

s

HOW MY FAMILY PARADIGM AND
UNCONSCIOUS STUFF – EMOTIONS,
INNER RULES AND MY NERVOUS SYSTEM –
HAVE REALLY CREATED MY LIFE AND
MONEY WITH LIMITATION AND I
NOW I SEE IT AND MAKE
CONSCIOUS CHOICES.

Uncover and Heal the hidden roots of the setpoints
uncovered in money map. Big Aha Moments: clear
connection between parents’ paradigm and the
unconscious “rules” and emotions around “surviving Vs
thriving” that have secretly managed exactly how Client
has created their life in every aspect and the Result –
feeling of liberation from past and new PRESENCE about
power of conscious choices they can make now.

DOWNSIDES OF WEALTH PROCESS
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“I FEEL…
FREE FROM PAST,
RELIEF, LIGHT, ENERGY,
CALMER, CENTERED,
SELF-COMPASSION, A
WARMER OPEN HEART,
GRATEFUL.

Uncover specific hidden roots of why client has created
debt instead of wealth, security and ease. Guided profound
healing of intense emotional connections of shame and
fear to debt. Big Aha Moments: how hidden shame and
fear keep debt stuck unconscious commitment to “just
getting by” and Result – rising feeling of freedom and
excitement of how dramatically they can change their life
starting now.
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FINANCIAL TRAUMA PROCESS
Identify past event that is unknowingly feeding into current
money struggles. Guided healing of a massive source of
negative energy, hurt, shame, and self-doubt that has
weighed your client down and kept a negative “matching
pattern” in their finances. Major Aha Moments: How
much healing was needed and the Result – an incredible
shift into relief, self-compassion and noticeable increase in
energy and desire to move forward powerfully.

BELIEF & POSSIBILTY SHIFT

CLEARING GOAL TRAUMA PROCESS

DEFINE A RADICALLY NEW FUTURE
OPENING TO THE NEXT DESIRED LEVEL OF PERSONAL AND
FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT AND FREEDOM
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Identifying a past negative event that has been a “dark
cloud” eroding their belief and trust in themselves
and in what is possible. Guided healing for profound
emotional and spiritual pain that will free Client of a
massive energy drain. Major Aha Moments: How
event changed them and the Result – a measurable
shift in their energy and enthusiasm to believe again
and spring into new action.

OUTRAGEOUS GOALS PROCESS
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HOW SETTING GOALS BOTH
INSPIRE ACTION AND TRIGGER
UNCONSCIOUS RESISTANCE AND
FEAR AND HOW MY SELF-BELIEF WAS
DAMAGED BY PAST EVENTS, BUT
IT IS CRITICAL TRUST IN
MYSELF AGAIN.”

Uncover and clear Client’s specific limiting beliefs about
earning more money to clear the way for new, bigger
ideas and taking inspired action. Major Aha Moments –
How goals can inspire action AND clarify inner resistance
and Result – New inspired actions focused on immediate
increase of income and excitement about the impact of
this work.

OUTRAGEOUS GOALS ACTION PROCESS
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“I FEEL…
OPEN, CURIOUS,
EXCITED, INSPIRED, READY,
COMMITTED, WILLING,
TRUSTING IN POSSIBILITY
OF BIGGER, BETTER
THINGS…MIRACLES!”
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U ncover and cl ear the true P aradi gm roots of
procrastination that stops clients from taking bigger steps
to earn more. Major Aha Moments – Understanding
and compassion about why they hold back/freeze and
Result – Bigger, bolder action in increasing their income
while honoring their true value and inner values.

FROM OVERWHELM TO BRILLIANCE PROCESS
Reveal how excitement and goals become overwhelm
and how that stops/reduces effectiveness, efficiency
and focus and how to regularly shift back into most
powerful energy. Major Aha Moments – How inner
and outer factors create overwhelm and daily strategies
for grounded focus and Result – Continuous renewal of
energy, creativity and focused action toward goals.

EMPOWERMENT SHIFT
HEAL FORWARD INTO CONFIDENCE & EMPOWERMENT
STEP INTO MORE A EMPOWERED SELF THAT IS POWERFUL,
CONFIDENT, JOYFUL, ENTHUSIASTIC, FEARLESS AND REAL.
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WHO I REALLY AM, MY TRUE GIFTS

FEAR OF SHINING TOO BRIGHTLY PROCESS
HEAL FORWARD to uncover and heal/pre-empt the
inner rules and anxiety/shame cycle that stops client
taking action/standing out while owning their value.
Major Aha Moments – The incredible cost/loss to
their confidence, joy and money and the Result –
Enthusiastic willingness in to be SEEN and market
themselves boldly and continued awe at results of the
work.

s

CYCLE OF STRIVING TO PROVE/
BE GOOD ENOUGH PROCESS

AND SOURCES OF POWER AND HOW I
BLOCK THEIR OWN POWER. HOW MOVING MY
EMOTIONS LIBERATES THE ENERGY, DESIRE
AND PASSION I NEED TO TAKE BIGGER
ACTION...AND HOW GUILT, SELF-DOUBT AND
SELF-CRITICISM TURN INTO DESTRUCTIVE
PROCRASTINATION AND
SABOTAGE CYCLES.”

HEAL FORWARD to uncover and heal/pre-empt lifelong,
exhausting pattern of “earning and proving” their value
that only brings more struggle. Major Aha Moments –
profound healing and self-compassion and the Result
– Clients feels more open, more real, and FEELS MORE
(and others can feel their heart) and have pure gratitude
and continued respect for the work.

CONFIDENCE AND INNER WORTH
RESILIENCE PROCESS
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“I FEEL…
MY INNER VALUE, A NEW
CONFIDENCE, ENTHUSIASTIC,
REAL, CONNECTED, WILLINGNESS TO TAKE RISKS
AND SHINE, EXCITED TO
SPEAK AND ACT IN
NEW WAYS”
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HEAL FORWARD to uncover and heal/pre-empt setbacks to clients new budding inner confidence. Major
Aha Moments – exactly how they can be triggered to
self-doubt and retreat and Result – measurably more
powerful and grounded inner sense and voice about their
value, gifts and right to be themselves.

HIDDEN AGENDAS IN YOUR MONEY PROCESS
HEAL FORWARD to uncover and heal/pre-empt
common self-sabotage from specific obstacles/setbacks
your client faces as they more forward. Major Aha
Moments – understanding and compassion about their
deeper, true needs hidden in wealth/success goals and
Results – Joy of getting TRUE needs met and remain
positive, creative and focused when challenges arise.

ACTION & UPLEVELING SHIFT
SUPERCHARGE MOTIVATION & CONSISTENT ACTION
STEADY, ENTHUSIASTIC PROGRESS TOWARD GOALS WHILE
MANIFESTING UNEXPECTED SUPPORT AND OPPORTUNITIES.
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EXACTLY HOW I SELF-DEFEAT AND

INNER MOTIVATION SUPERCHARGE PROCESS
Retrain clients brain and entire system to continuously
recharge and renew energy, excitement and creativity.
Major Aha Moments – how lifelong pattern of
achievement drains energy and eventually halts progress
and how to renew energy daily and Results – Client
continually and enthusiastically make progress towards
their goals with joy and excitement.

BACKWARD SPIRAL/SABOTAGE PROCESS

s

Uncover and heal clients deepest and most painful
patterns that trigger self-sabotage (through relationship
battles, inner battles, and halting progress) that appear
when clients make dramatic progress quickly. Major Aha
Moments – how painful, isolating and costly their lifelong
sabotage pattern has been, new self- compassion and
understanding and Results – Incredible self-knowledge,
self-love and move into a brand new phase of life, joy and
living consciously and fully.

SELF-SABOTAGE IN OLD PATTERNS WHEN
TRYING TO ACCOMPLISH SOMETHING BIG
AND NEW WAYS OF STAYING IN THE “INSPIRED
ACTION” ENERGY ZONE CONSISTENTLY. HOW
UP-LEVELING REQUIRES INNER WORK, SUPPORT
AND ACCOUNTABILITY AS THE KEY TO GOING
FURTHER, FASTER.”

LASER ACTION VS.
PROCRASTINATION PROCESS
HEAL FORWARD to uncover and heal/pre-empt hidden
daily resistance to very specific actions and mini-steps
as client moves towards goals. Major Aha Moments
– how surprisingly often small unconscious blocks are
arising and stopping them from focus and action and
Results – Regularly renewed and reinforced enthusiasm
to take every step toward progress and clear reminder of
the value of continued coaching.
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“I FEEL…
ACCOMPLISHED,
REWARDED, VALIDATED,
FEARLESS, IMPORTANT,
CELEBRATORY, EXCITED,
MASTERFUL, REWARDED,
READY FOR MORE,
CHARGED UP.”
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CONTINUOUS CHALLENGE AND
SUPPORT CYCLE
Regular system check-in and clarity on progress and
reassessment of goals, direction, true needs, desires
and non-negotiables as Client shifts dramatically in their
identity, relationships and how they are showing up and
being perceived by others. Major Aha Moments – how
their inner healing and evolving knowledge of themselves
and their true gifts shifts their goals, priorities and Results
– Profound self-awareness of who they truly ARE on every
level as they take bigger, bolder steps to create their life.

READY?
As I mentioned, the big idea behind the transformational approach to coaching
is about getting REAL RESULTS and big aha moments by addressing both
Inner Resistance and measurably increasing empowerment & confidence.
Beyond traditional coaching, you are helping clients transform into the
confident, joyful, empowered selves they need to be in order to TRULY meet
AND MAINTAIN their goals for every level of success.

This is incredibly fulfilling and makes every other part
of being a coach easier!
Because getting REAL results is the “engine” that drives everything else in
your coaching experience - enthusiastic testimonials, referrals who are already
wow’d, longer coaching commitments, higher prices based on results,
confidence and ease introducing yourself and having sales conversations,
being respected as a true, talented professional in an “atypical” career.
This approach is time-tested, proven by hundreds of trained coaches using it,
and designed to ensure you become a world-class expert in uncovering and
measurably shifting the 4 types of deeply-rooted sources of resistance that
come up in all of us (coaches included!) and that cause us to get stuck, to
procrastinate, to doubt ourselves, and even to sabotage our own progress.
PLEASE NOTE - In order to use this work, you must experience the same
transformation. You are also doing the work to clear your own resistance.
You go deep,

face your specific blocks to money and go through the

empowerment shift and step into the version of you that is more bold, open,
and powerful.

You cannot do this work if you are not willing to do
your own transformational work!
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Now, as we walk through the blueprint, there is a lot of information, but note
that this in-depth work is systematized. It’s all built into the system, meaning
you simply learn it step by step, practice it step by step, and use it with clients
step by step, always confidently knowing what to do next!
Remember that this is blueprint is a framework perfect for adding in other
modalities, therapeutic and strategy-based approaches. So you don’t lead
with your modality (this is a mistake many practitioners make early on),
because your modality alone can’t get you or your clients to a place of
consistent transformation. BUT you can embrace your approach, whatever
it is — say, Law of Attraction approaches, or weight loss strategies, CBT
and other therapy approaches, marketing strategies, etc — as the VAST
majority of Coaches trained in this method are doing, because it will all be
more powerful when added in to the system.

As you can see in the Blueprint graphic, here are the 4 key
shifts and the 4 Types of Inner Resistance they address:

HEALING SHIFT
This is deeply effective healing focused on root sources of
the client’s current wealth and confidence and joy set points.
What is their money and empowerment story that came from
their family and experiences? What are their specific money
and empowerment “traumas”? What do they feel worthy of?
How much joy are they currently willing to experience?
Inner Resistance Addressed: Type 1 - Resistance built
in from the past.
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SIGNS & SYMPTOMS - Client’s level of and feeling about
money, wealth, freedom and empowerment MIRRORS how it
was for your parents, reinforced by adult experiences.

BELIEF & POSSIBILITY SHIFT
After doing healing work first, you can move into a vision
of the future by opening clients to the next desired level of
personal and financial empowerment and freedom - likely one
they never even considered before because of the old stories,
resistance, and lower initial set points. (The processes we
walk you through of course can be modified for a fitness goal,
weight loss goal, marketing goal, etc.)

Inner Resistance Addressed: Type 2 - Resistance Triggered
by Setting Big Goals
SIGNS & SYMPTOMS - Clients avoid setting clear goals for
income and life that define actual next steps or setting goals
that are too small or too big to be meaningful.

EMPOWERMENT SHIFT
After we move them into these processes, and again clear
away resistance at any point it comes up — you will
If you want to truly transform a client so they speak, act and
show up differently - more alive, confident, joyful, energized
- then just doing healing work isn’t enough. They need to
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be supported in HOW they will move into the future going
after their dreams and WHO they are becoming along the
way. This is work we call Heal Forward — that is, opening
up MORE of who they can be WITHOUT all the life-long fears
and inner rules that stop them and ensuring each step they
take with that bigger energy feels safe. These are my most
unique methods that involve both healing and tapping into
self-love, self-value, self-delight in a way that unleashes a
visibly more joyful, enthusiastic, fearless and real version of
themselves that is resilient as they change.
Inner Resistance Addressed: Type 3 - Resistance to
Shining with Confidence
SIGNS & SYMPTOMS - Client is playing small from fear
or self-doubt, staying “invisible” in life or in marketing, not
charging their worth, self-advocating effectively, owning
their power.

ACTION AND LEVELING SHIFT
This is the key level to overcoming “self-sabotage,” by ensuring
clients take consistent actions. It’s the active opposite of selfsabotaging. This is steady enthusiastic progress towards
your goal — helping the client to manifest just with their
shifted energy, unexpected support, opportunity, bigger
ideas, because they’re more present. They’re more focused,
because they’re not wasting a ton of energy, running in circles.
Inner Resistance Addressed: Type 4 - Resistance to
Action, Progress & Success
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SIGNS & SYMPTOMS - Client is freezing/inaction, getting
overwhelmed, doing busy work, procrastinating, undoing
progress or sabotaging self or success.

This Blueprint is a “Results & Commitment Approach” to coaching because
the results are clearly visible and experienced by the client so they keep
committing to the power of your work together!
Please note if seeing the 4 Shifts is a light bulb moment for you as it is for
many practitioners and therapists who feel stuck and/or burned out. This is
because they realize they know one or maybe two of these 4 quadrants really
well, but definitely not all of them, and that’s why they weren’t getting the
results with clients!
When any part of the blueprint is missing, progress will stall, clients won’t
feel the results, and when clients don’t see the result, they don’t value their
coaching. This is the MAIN reason clients don’t continue and instead, they
come for a few sessions and they stop.
So understanding and being able to guide your clients through each of these
steps is critical. And — thankfully — it’s totally do-able and very easy to learn!

SO WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A CLIENT
GOES THROUGH EACH PHASE OF
THE BLUEPRINT?
First, each of the 16 Specialized Processes in the Blueprint represent
multiple sessions that alternate between “leading and following” to closely
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attend to the clients progress and integration.
Note, though not included in detail here, coaches trained in this approach
follow my “Map of a Powerful Session” method in every session ensuring there
is a client-centered, compassionate, paced approach to this deep work. This
includes masterfully using the clinically proven energy psychology technique
Tapping and intentionally slowing down and holding important “spaces” in
the session for “moments of consciousness”, “moments of compassion” and
integration.
This deeply heart centered approach recognizes that clients making this level
of inner and outer change will go through a process of making contact with
and then voicing, hearing, honoring and releasing deep levels of grief, anger,
disappointment and fear as they move toward joy, confidence, hope and
empowerment.
Next, let’s take a look at what a client might be thinking, feeling, saying, or
doing during these phases, so you know what to expect in the process.

We spend a lot of time on the

HEALING SHIFT.
This is because there is often a LOT of stuff that comes up. You’re
getting at the root of so many things — not just limiting beliefs,
but their real stories and pain from the childhood experiences and
paradigms and the way that has impacted and cost them as adults.
In the Tapping Into Wealth approach, we address money and
confidence, because every person everywhere has some issue with
money. We ALL do. And facing the way we are with money leads
directly to our most deeply held and damaging beliefs and rules
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about our value, about what we’re allowed to have, about what we
deserve and how powerful we are allowed to be. Amazing, when you
do this money-focused work with clients and with yourself, it will lead
you to the most unbelievable healing.
This is why they typically say things during the Healing Shift reflecting
their big aha moments about their paradigm and say they feel,

“free from the past, relief, lighter, calmer, more centered, more selfcompassion, a warmer heart, grateful”.

Next we move clients into the

BELIEF & POSSIBILITY SHIFT.
This is where we start to bring in big goals to envision a more positive
future and a more empowered self living in that future. For some
coaches and therapists who are fans of Law of Attraction work this
is where that work shines because now you have a client out of
resistance. To do this work effectively we uncover and reveal the
most powerful hidden limiting beliefs that will resist accepting big
goals and all of the fear and emotion attached to them so that we
can effectively clear them away. These creates huge moments of
freedom, openness, inspiration and ideas that will excite and motivate
your client.
And you’ll see this with yourself as you’re going through it and with
your clients: goals trigger and reveal resistance that when cleared
leads to moments of insight and creativity. With these new skills
clients they typically say things like, “I now understand how goals

both inspire my action and trigger unconscious resistance, and how
my self-belief was damaged by past events, but it’s critical that I trust
myself again. I feel, open, curious, excited, inspired, willing to trust in
possibility and take a step.”
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HUGE shifts. Aha moments like crazy.
Next we move into the

EMPOWERMENT SHIFT.
This is the “heal forward” work, very different than healing in the past.
Tapping is the main modality that we use in this program but it’s
applied in a radically different way following a very intentional process.
And so in the empowerment shift, we heal forward into the more
empowered version of ourselves — the version of ourselves that is
more confident that feels enthusiastic, which means we’re willing to
show up and shine.
This is where the people around your clients start to say, “What are

you doing? You look … different.” This is where we get the joy of
seeing our clients show up differently. Their energy is different. Their
energy is lighter. They look more enthusiastic. Their posture and
voice and eye contact change. They say things like: “I feel my inner
value. I feel enthusiastic. I feel connected. I feel ready to take risk.”
It is a remarkable process to witness, and you will be inspired
by what they do and how they emerge, and they will be inspired
by the courage and insight you have brought out in them.
Now, we’re not quite done, because we can’t just leave a client totally in
this new excited phase. We have to continue to support them. This is real
transformational work —helping clients actually reach and maintain their goals
which often represent lifelong dreams for them.
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So we move them into the

ACTION & UPLEVELING SHIFT
where we supercharge motivation and consistent action. This
is about steady, enthusiastic, progress, facing self-sabotage
and overwhelm — all while manifesting this openness to trust
in unexpected support and opportunities.
So this is where your client really understands that they need
ongoing support, and that is actually the truth — they do. And
because they are taking consistent action every day, they feel
accomplished, rewarded, validated. They say things like: “I

feel fearless. I feel important but not from an ego place, I feel
celebratory, excited, masterful, rewarded, ready for more and
charged up.”
And then … you go through the cycle again! Why? Because clients (and
coaches) tend to start creating and manifesting big things from their new
energy and action and start setting their sights even higher. This always
triggers new levels of Inner Resistance which means they need more support
than ever!

So there you have it, transformational coaching as seen
through the Tapping Into Wealth Approach Blueprint.
It’s a lot of info, I know — but it’s not about memorizing the information. It is
really about taking baby steps, micro commitments — taking one Specialized
Process, learning it, experiencing it yourself, then practicing it, step by step!
I promise: you will feel the difference. You will notice the difference. This work will
transform your clients’ lives, and in the process, it will transform your life, too.
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There’s really no better time to get started. If you are ready make the impact
you are longing to make and know you are here to make,

I WOULD LOVE FOR YOU
TO BE PART OF IT.

PS — Because so many coaches and therapists just like you
are having similar experiences and are searching for the same
answers, I created an FAQ Section below to address common
questions. If you have a question that isn’t covered, please
reach out to us at support@margaremtlynch.com. We’re
happy to help!
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FAQ
Q: What if I struggle with my own blocks to money or success?
A: Well, luckily that is all addressed in the program. Because Tapping Into
Wealth coaches are (wired) to go through the transformational system
themselves, we actually have that built into the system. You’ll go through it
multiple times because they you’ll on each other all the time. There’s a way
for them to actually experience the transformation directly from me, as well.

Q: How would this work for me? I already have a modality I’m very
passionate about.
A: This is actually great! Transformative Coaching works with any modality.
If you’re already passionate about weight loss, healing, finance, or health
coaching, this will accelerate your results because the blueprint isn’t about
a modality. It’s purpose is to addresses inner resistance. Instead of trying
to coach AGAINST human nature, you learn how to expertly deal with inner
resistance! Hundreds of coaches from different fields have added their
existing techniques and modalities INTO the framework, or easily modified
the processes to fit their specific needs.

Q: I don’t know anyone around me who is interested in inner work, woowoo stuff, or personal growth.
A: This works because you don’t lead with woo-woo stuff or ramble
about your modality. You lead by speaking clearly to the REAL resistance
everyday people have to all sorts of goals in their lives – which always
resonates – and the amazing results you can get if you can get beyond
that resistance.
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We give you pre-written ways to do your 1-minute commercial proven to
captivate particularly success minded people!
Remember: I used this same system to build a coaching empire attracting
clients from every field and profession. And when I got started I had no
website, no videos, no list — but I was still able to find 15-20 clients per
week by getting started locally!

Q: I have learned a lot of techniques but have not practiced them. Will
this still work?
A: In the TIWC system, you practice each process as you learn them – with
your fellow coaches and on everyday people as practice clients (yes, we
even offer you practice clients!). PRACTICE is a huge key to success and
with this work is it brings immediate confidence!
I have spent 10 years studying resistance to inner worth and confidence
AND money, and made myself a world expert in transforming self-sabotage
in incredible breakthroughs. I can show you how to never be stumped by
your clients.

Q: Will people really pay me for this?
Here is the deal: when you solve urgent, expensive painful problems for
people — problems that are costing them time, money, life happiness,
success…
… that they can’t solve…
… basically, problems that comes from the inner resistance or not having
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the personal power or confidence to give you what they want …
...you will always be able to justify your highticket coaching.
PLUS, you will be mentored by me and Bethaney Long (who runs the
company with me and who is an expert in coaching, incoming coaching,
clients and packages). You’re going to be metntored by us in our live calls
every single month – 2-3x per month.

Q: Can I build a huge biz as a tapping into wealth coach?
A: Yes, many of our trained coaches have gone on to build LARGE business,
do huge tele- summits, become famous in their niches and famous for
using the Tapping into Wealth system in other languages.

Q: I totally get that TIWC system works, but it seems like a lot of work
— is it worth it?
A: You’re right! It IS work, and that is a good thing. You start from scratch,
just like other coaches and just like your clients. I don’t care what you’re
doing now. We have attorneys during the program who have never done
personal growth before. You need to learn the specialized processes
and practice, because you really want to be a MASTER. You want to be
awesome at something that will make you stand out as a genius.
In addition, the work you do with transform you, as well — and better equip
you to facilitate deeper healing and bigger results. It’s a huge win/win!
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Q: I have tried tapping and it didn’t work well for me. Why is this
any different?
A: It’s important to know that this much bigger than tapping. Tapping is
just the modality I’ve chosen and that has gotten the best results for this
kind of training. But this system is not about any one approach. It’s about
following a very specific process that calls out transformation through any
modality.
The thing is, is that it’s not just enough to learn any healing practice.
One tool is just not going to be the magic bullet. You actually need a
whole system.
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